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The specific active ingredients contained in the
formula (Argan, Hemp and Jojoba Oils and Aloe
and Poppy Extracts) guarantee striking results with
the UTMOST RESPECT FOR YOUR SKIN, HAIR,
BEARD AND MOUSTACHE.

Pleasantly FRAGRANCED, the products in this line
bring WELLBEING and TONE.

ALWAYS ATTENTIVE TO THE LATEST TRENDS,
DIKSON is extending its range of male grooming products.
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The result?
A stand-out
look that's
healthy
too!
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TONING

SHAMPOO and SHOWER
CREAM
with HEMP OIL

The vitality of a toning shampoo and the stimulating
energy of a shower in a single product. The Hemp Oil, rich
in unsaturated fatty acids, is endowed with a high
nourishing power which keeps the skin elastic and
compact, and favours very strong soothing properties that
allow its protection from redness due to irritations.
It nourishes the hair fibre and donates volume and
elasticity making the hair smooth and bright.
Result: healthier, stronger hair and a wonderful wellbeing
boost for your skin.

HOW TO USE: as standard for a shampoo and shower

cream.

PARABEN FREE

DRY OIL
NO-RINSE FORMULA

with ARGAN and HEMP OILS and ALOE and POPPY EXTRACTS

Ideal for keeping your beard soft, shiny and healthy. Non-greasy.
It disentangles the most bristly beard leaving it

pleasantly soft to the touch without making it heavy.
The Argan Oil, rich in Vitamin E and essential fatty acids,

helps keep the skin hydrated and toned.
The Hemp oil, rich in unsaturated fatty acids, is endowed with a high nourishing power
which keeps the skin elastic and compact, and favours very strong soothing properties

that allow its protection from redness due to irritations.
The Aloe extract has a hydrating and emollient action,

it makes the skin look shiny and protected.
The Poppy Extract has lenitive and sweetening properties.

HOW TO USE: apply a few drops to a dry beard. Do not rinse.
For optimum results, use in combination with other products in the Barber Pole range.

PARABEN FREE

250 ml tube - 100 ml bottle

60 ml bottle
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BEARD SHAMPOO
SLS FREE

with Poppy Extract

CONDITIONER
RINSING REQUIRED

with Poppy Extract

It cleanses accurately and delicately giving smoothness to any type of
beard and moustache, which become perfectly disentangled. It prevents
itch, irritations, and redness, leaving the skin smooth and velvety, thanks to
the effective soothing-sweetening action of the Poppy Extract contained.

HOW TO USE: wet beard or moustache and distribute product evenly,
massage carefully, then rinse. For optimum results, use in combination with
other products in the Barber Pole range.

PARABEN FREE

Beard Balmsam with Poppy Extract. Softness, hydration and wellness are
guaranteed to any type of beard and moustache, preserving them from itch,
irritations, redness thanks to the soothing and sweetening properties of the

Poppy Extract that enriches its formula.

HOW TO USE: after cleansing, apply the balsam, combing
through the beard with your fingers. Leave to rest for a few minutes,

then rinse carefully. For optimum results, use in combination
with other products in the Barber Pole range.

PARABEN FREE

100 ml bottle

100 ml bottle
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HYDRA-TONIC
MATIFYING AFTERSHAVE CREAM LOTION

with ARGAN and HEMP OILS and ALOE and POPPY EXTRACTS

The anti-greasy hydrating product helps prevent irritation and redness of the skin after shaving.
It can be used with excellent results on head, face and neck.

Ideal also for very delicate skins.
The Argan Oil, rich in Vitamin E and essential fatty acids, helps keep the skin hydrated and

toned. The Hemp Oil, rich in unsaturated fatty acids, is endowed with a high nourishing power
which keeps the skin elastic and compact, and favours very strong soothing properties

that allow its protection from redness due to irritations.
The Aloe Extract has hydrating, emollient and protective effects.

The Poppy Extract has soothing and sweetening properties.

HOW TO USE: apply a walnut-sized amount after shaving.
Massage for optimum absorption.

For optimum results, use in combination with other products in the Barber Pole range.

PARABEN FREE

SHAVING GEL
HEAD, FACE AND NECK

with JOJOBA OIL and ALOE and POPPY EXTRACTS

For accurate shaving, even on the most sensitive skin, and protection
against itching, irritation and redness. It can be used with excellent results
on head, face and neck.

100 ml bottle

200 ml tube

The Jojoba Oil is natural and
hydrating with emollient and
elasticising properties, which
regenerates, softens and brightens.
The Aloe Extract has hydrating,
emollient and protective actions.
The Poppy Extract has soothing and
sweetening properties.

HOW TO USE: apply to damp skin.
Leave to act for around ten seconds
before shaving. Rinse carefully.
For optimum results, use in
combination with other products in
the Barber Pole range.

PARABEN FREE
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GEL

NO IR
Sculpting gel. Restores colour to grey hair,
leaving it soft and full of shine. Non-greasy.
Light hold.

HOW TO USE: apply a small amount evenly
to washed, towel-dried or dry hair, according
to the amount of grey hair, massaging in a
circular motion for optimum product
distribution.
Sculpt as required. If cover is not sufficient,
repeat the application, using small amounts
each time. Washes out with one shampoo.
Do not use anti-yellow shampoo.
Excess use on completely grey hair may cause
unwanted colour effects.
Leaves no residue.

PARABEN FREE

100 ml tube

500 ml jar

FOR HA I R

BEFORE

AFTER
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Via privata da via Kennedy snc - 20023 Cerro Maggiore (MI) - Italy

Tel. 0331-525111 (r.a.) - Fax 0331-525359

e-mail: sales@muster-dikson.com

www.muster-dikson.com

Export Department:
Tel. +39 0331-525111 (r.a.) - Fax +39 0331-519627

e-mail: export@muster-dikson.com

S.p.A.
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